
SYNTAX AND DICTION ESSAY

Analyzing SYNTAX. Syntax refers to the way words are arranged within sentences. Informal diction is often used in
narrative essays and newspaper editorials.

Syntax in Shakespeare Writing all of his plays and sonnets in iambic pentameter , Shakespeare habitually
reversed the general order of English sentences by placing verbs at the ends of the sentences. Now, they are
reduced to mere moments in time, and the connection with death is a bit less clear. Disappearance or loss can
suggest the imminent removal from this world. Voice Anything you write should still have your voice:
something that makes your writing sound uniquely like you. Syntax in Prose Syntax affects the nature of a
prose text as well. That is to create a unique story that both pleases and educates the reader in some way. A
journal might be like a conversation with a close friend where there is the freedom to use slang or other casual
forms of speech. It tends to establish a mood for a piece of writing. So why is it being related to death? In me
thou see'st the glowing of such fire, That on the ashes of his youth doth lie, As the deathbed whereon it must
expire, Consumed with that which it was nourished by. The men in the novel are simple sailors, and they
speak like simple sailors. What about it is weird? Syntax Syntax Definition Syntax is a set of rules in a
language. I was relieved. Just as you speak to different people in different ways yet remain yourself, so the
tone of your writing can vary with the situation while the voice -- the essential, individual thoughts and
expression -- is still your own. In the same way, writing should change to suit the occasion. Whereas, in a text
where the subject matter is serious, requiring contemplation, long, convoluted sentences are used to slow
down the pace of a prose text. Tone vs. Instead, Matthiessen gives them the proper accent, which further
immerses the reader into the novel. One way to achieve proper tone is to imagine a situation in which to say
the words being written. Matthiessen is aware that words alone do not make up a good novel, and shows
readers that he knows this by having his characters speak in their native dialects. Night time and sleep, with
the original syntax, felt more like threats to the speaker's old age, and puts focus on the speaker's fear of dying
in his sleep. Tone Aside from individual word choice, the overall tone, or attitude, of a piece of writing should
be appropriate to the audience and purpose. Good writers frequently vary the length of their sentences. Syntax
is the structure of the writing, and is like a social contract you have with other writers as to how you ought to
write at that time. Feb 4, Diction is the word choice that the writer goes with to elicit a specific result. What's
happening around him is ultimately being compared back to his feelings of dread. It can consist mostly of
long, intricate sentences, of short, simple ones, or of something in between. An academic paper is like a formal
speech at a conference: being interesting is desirable, but there is no room for personal digressions or familiar
usage of slang words. It dictates how words from different parts of speech are put together in order to convey a
complete thought. After reading a little about Peter Matthiessen as a man, I began to think about how the
syntax in Far Tortuga reflects upon its author. This last paraphrase still conveys the same message, but in a
clear, modern manner. In this form, we really feel the emphasis on the speaker's feelings, and not as much on
what's happening around him. Matthiessen also uses syntax to add to the novel's realism. This is true of every
written work however obscure, but it is even more so with the works that we have read in Contemporary
Literature. If this syntax says anything about the man, then it says tha Syntax and Diction Syntax and diction
are closely related. It enhances its meanings, and contributes toward its tone.


